
Metaverse Development from Blockchain App
Factory is a Blockbuster, Major Web3
Communities Say

Blockchain App Factory, a pioneer in

Web3 enterprise services, now has delved

into metaverse development that could

provide answers for many use cases.

CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, INDIA,

September 29, 2022 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- Blockchain App

Factory, an eminent Web3 application

development company, now offers

advanced metaverse development

services with its professional

experience. The firm, as a whole, provides end-to-end enterprise services related to Web3,

including consulting, developing, marketing, and supporting its global clientele. The firm’s stature

is set to get higher post its jump into metaverse development.

Metaverses are virtual worlds where people can interact with others irrespective of location

constraints through impressive digital avatars. These platforms allow other startups to build

their businesses upon their infrastructure, resulting in free-flowing economies controlled by no

one. Numerous ventures, including NFT marketplaces, Play-to-Earn NFT games, event spaces,

working spaces, and educational spaces, can be constructed into these platforms to make use of

the larger ecosystems.

● Metaverse NFT Marketplaces

Metaverse NFT marketplaces are an important application in metaverse development as these

aid in trading products backed by non-fungible tokens. The unique importance of these

platforms lies in the fact that they provide immersive experiences through the usage of extended

reality (XR) technology and artificial intelligence (AI). Blockchain App Factory assists ventures in

building exotic metaverse NFT marketplaces.

● Metaverse Event Spaces

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.blockchainappfactory.com/metaverse-development-services


The popularity of metaverse development skyrocketed following the craze for virtual world-

based events. With Blockchain App Factory’s expertise, event spaces for meetings, conferences,

concerts, shows, and other functions can be seamlessly built on various metaverses. Such

platforms could change the future of humanity for the better as they can abolish location

constraints by allowing people worldwide to attend events together. 

● Metaverse Work Spaces

Blockchain App Factory’s professionals realized the potential of metaverse workspaces as the

prolonged lockdowns due to the global pandemic restricted physical movement. Due to the

firm’s metaverse development expertise, it was able to create feature-rich virtual workspaces

that help bring remote-working employees together and make sense of belonging to a real-

world office environment, increasing their productivity reflected by the business's growth. 

● Metaverse Payment Solutions

While payment in metaverse development applications tends to be decentralized (at least in

theory), metaverse payment solutions are a necessity during the transition phase from Web2 to

Web3. An elementary feature of metaverses is that they use crypto tokens for payment, which

necessitates such decentralized solutions that process blockchain-based payments without

taxing much energy from the users.

● Metaverse Simulations 

Perhaps, metaverse development’s first applications, metaverse simulations, help to create

digital twins that can be tested in immersive environments to arrive at results that would not be

possible in the real world. Blockchain App Factory has already innovated several projects relating

to these applications. These can be used for research studies across various industries to

improve research quality.

● Metaverse Healthcare Solutions

As another innovative approach from Blockchain App Factory in metaverse development,

metaverse healthcare solutions provide the medical field with more capabilities. These solutions

can be used for training, consultation, rehabilitation, therapy, surgical procedures, and more. The

immersive nature of these digital world applications enhances the quality of treatment for

patients, which preserves the reputation of hospitals in the Web3 space.

● Metaverse Gaming Spaces

While Play-to-Earn and Move-to-Earn mechanisms have transformed the gaming industry

forever, implementing metaverse development principles has proven beneficial. Blockchain App

Factory’s expertise in Web3 game development, combined with its skills in the metaverse, has
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resulted in numerous innovative metaverse gaming spaces that could make professional gaming

a viable career. These can be created for all gaming genres, providing players with immersive

experiences.  

● Metaverse Social Spaces

In this age of social media, metaverse social spaces have become the subject of how people

would spend their time online in the foreseeable future. Metaverse development experts from

Blockchain App Factory can craft social media spaces on these virtual worlds that provide

immersive experiences that offer more than feed-scrolling. Since imagination is limitless, there

are no restrictions on these platforms.

● Metaverse Applications

Apart from all the platforms mentioned above, Blockchain App Factory’s versatile metaverse

development group can create platforms that fit exclusive business needs in these virtual worlds.

Such development campaigns can be based on platforms inside metaverses or entire virtual

worlds. Multiple brands and startups have benefited from the company’s services related to

creating such applications from scratch across various blockchains.

● 3D Spaces

3D spaces created by Blockchain App Factory for its clients look similar to those for events and

remote working but differ in usage. The model can be customized to suit venture needs such as

banking, education, training, travel, or sightseeing. Metaverse development professionals in the

firm can realize novel Web3 venture ideas using their expertise in the domain.

● Decentralized Applications

While decentralized applications (DApps) might be a staple in the Web3 space, bringing them as

metaverse development projects has been challenging since metaverse is a fairly new

phenomenon. Blockchain App Factory’s experts can build decentralized applications for

metaverse-focused Web3 ventures. Integrating advanced features that make them accessible to

users is the main focus of DApps built on metaverse applications.

Therefore, considering the advancement in metaverse technology in the last few years, it is a no-

brainer that metaverses have become a new favorite for aspiring businesses. These virtual

worlds have much more untapped potential, which could be revealed as time goes on. With

Blockchain App Factory making rapid strides in metaverse development, it could be the perfect

time for entrepreneurs to realize their novel ideas in the Web3 realm. Put your thinking hat on

now to collect your ideas and build an empire on the metaverse!
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